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Dear all, please find below a selection of the best and most significant articles on issues related to gene drive, malaria and other relevant topics to Target Malaria. It covers the period of mid-June/July 2017.

CRISPeR Frenzy – News and views from the frontier of genome editing: CRISPR mosquitoes come to town
The Italian city of Terni is now a spot on the map of cutting-edge research due to its new genetic-ecology lab, which is getting involved in the Target Malaria project funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. For a couple of days, citizens are allowed to visit the facility which is part of the Genomics, Genetics and Biology Innovation Pole.

Everything you always wanted to know about gene drives [Interview Andrea Crisanì]
[...] there is a new hope for defeating malaria, coming directly from the most advanced CRISPR frontier. Thus a gene designed to damage a harmful species can propagate within a few generations with a domino effect, until the population collapses. One of the founders of this futuristic strategy is an Italian molecular parasitologist: Andrea Crisanì, of the London Imperial College.
Scientists kill malaria-carrying mosquitoes with genetically engineered fungi
A genetically engineered fungus, designed to produce toxins from spiders and scorpions, could effectively kill malaria-carrying mosquitoes, according to a new study released Tuesday. The fungus does not pose a risk to humans and early test results showed it’s also safe for honey bees and other insects, according to the study from the University of Maryland (UMD) and colleagues from Burkina Faso, China and Australia.

The ethics of CRISPR
On the eve of publishing her new book, Jennifer Doudna, a pioneer in the field of CRISPR-Cas9 biology and genome engineering, spoke with Fast Company about the potential for this new technology to be used for good or evil. “The worst thing that could happen would be for [CRISPR] technology to be speeding ahead in laboratories.”

CRISPR-Cas9 : un scalpel génomique à double tranchant [French article]
Une percée biotechnologique de première grandeur occupe la une des journaux. Il s’agit de la méthode CRISPR-Cas9, ce « ciseau moléculaire » qui, en permettant de modifier à volonté et à l’endroit désiré le programme génétique de n’importe quel organisme, constitue un véritable outil d’« édition » génomique.

Selfish gene acts as both poison and antidote to eliminate competition
Researchers from the Stowers Institute for Medical Research in collaboration with Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center researchers have identified an unprecedented genetic survival strategy that would be right at home in an Agatha Christie murder mystery novel.

‘Wtf’? A gene that poisons its own host
Discovery of genes that divide two species in a simple fungus sheds light on complex evolutionary principles. Scientists have a tendency to anthropomorphize their work, and not just the animals they study. Even molecules or scientific principles may be ascribed human attributes or logic. Case in point: a family of genes dubbed “wtf” described in a study published Tuesday in the journal eLife.

Scientists fight to make invasive pest control palatable to the public
Social scientist Edy MacDonald wants researchers to get more emotional about invasive pest control. She believes one of the biggest hurdles facing scientists in this area is their own inability to explain their research to the public — and more specifically, their failure to acknowledge that when you’re talking about killing animals, people get upset.

Avoiding CRISPR-Mediated Gene-Drive–Evolved Resistance in Mosquitoes
The discovery and development of improved gene-editing techniques in recent years have led to the revamping of a technique that promotes the inheritance of a particular gene or set of genes to increase the prevalence within a population [...] researchers at UC Berkeley and UC Riverside have demonstrated a way to edit the genome of disease-carrying mosquitoes that brings us closer to suppressing them on a continental scale.

Malaria: Nigeria, other sub-Saharan countries receive low research funding
A recent study showed that most of the countries with the highest prevalence of malaria-related cases and death received little funding from major public and philanthropic health institutions to research on combating the disease. The study by the University of Southampton on global funding trends for malaria research in sub-Saharan Africa was published on Thursday in The Lancet Global Health journal.

Mali Study Finds Simple Malaria Intervention Boosts Students’ Performance
New research suggests that the ability of children in Africa to perform well in school could be dramatically improved through the provision of basic malaria education and treatment. Most malaria prevention programs focus on children under 5. Infections are less fatal among older children, but many harbor malaria parasites without displaying any symptoms of the disease.

East Africa: Is deforestation hampering the fight against malaria?
The fight against malaria in East Africa is stalling. A number of financial, environmental and human-caused factors contribute to rising death rates from the disease in parts of the region, which remains one of the worst regions in the world. One of these factors, which is regularly attributed to the spread of malaria, is deforestation.

**Malaria returns to India's capital with 113 new cases of lethal disease reported in Delhi after five-year lull**
As Delhites feverishly prepare for the season of dengue and chikungunya, an old threat has returned to the city in a new garb. The National Institute of Malaria Research (NIMR) has found two species of the carrier anopheles mosquito – stephensi (urban vector) and culicifacies (rural vector) circulating this year, after nearly half a decade.